DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
That leaves Russia in the air, a German-Russian alliance, the
greatest menace to European peace that you could devise in a
century of hard thought, a possibility. Immediately after the fall of
Czechoslovakia the rude references to Soviet Russia began to dis-
appear from Nazi speeches. Polite references to 'the Russian
people' — not that Jewy regime, but 'the people' — began to
appear.
Now the great game is on* Can Hitler find a way, as he found
• a way with Czechoslovakia, to compel the submission of Poland
and detach Poland from Russia, or can he bring about changes
in Russia which will enable him to detach Russia from her,
partition Poland, and turn his face to — the West?
These are the questions to which you will soon see the answers.
Already Germany is well on her way to complete mastery of the
south-east, the Balkans. She has to find some way of cutting that
eastern deadlock. Then she is ready.
The Eastern problem — unless Hitler commits the unimaginable
folly of attacking Russia — is only one, for Germany, of covering
her rear. The things she wants are in the west — the gateway to
the oceans of the world, to overseas possessions, to world power.
For your part, I expect to see you give back the former German
colonies, and without fighting. During the debate on Czecho-
slovakia I read that a Conservative member of Parliament stated
that he would oppose this until his last breath, I expect never-
theless to see those colonies given back and to find him still
breathing.
Hitler told Chamberlain that this question of the colonies
'remained', 'was awkward', but was 'not a question to be settled
by war'. I think he is absolutely right. He will very probably
get them without war; he is strong enough. A few years ago,
and in return for real pledges, reclaimable at a moment's notice,
not for 'assurances', I would have voted for giving them back. I
was sorry, then, that we had ever taken them.
The spectacle of England hafiding over Czechoslovakia to
Germany and then protesting about 'defenceless natives* beiner
handed to Germany does not appeal to me. Do not think that the
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